Proteolyzed matrix as a template for the regulation of tumor progression.
Pericellular proteolysis plays a pivotal function in cell invasion, a hallmark of tumor growth and metastasis. The minidegradome constituted of two matrix metalloproteinases (MMP), i.e. MMP-2 and MT1-MMP, associated with tissue inhibitor of metalloprotease-2 (TIMP-2) and integrin (alpha(v)beta(3)) or CD(44), is mainly involved in such invasive program. It catalyzes matrix degradation but, alternatively, proteolytic exposure of matricryptic sites or matrikines liberation by those enzymes regulates either positively or negatively tumor cell migration. That applies to types I and IV collagens, elastin, laminin 5, as described here, but such phenomenon might be extended to other matrix macromolecules. The development of tumors from epithelium origin is related to aging. Senescent fibroblasts are characterized by increased expression of MMPs, (particularly collagenase-1 (MMP-1) and stromelysin-1 (MMP-3)) and deposited matrix by those aged cells was shown to favor cancer cell growth. Thus, compositional variation of matrix-surrounding tumor cells, with formation of matricryptic sites and matrikines, can be considered as one main epigenetic factor contributing to tumor progression. A matrix-directed pharmacological approach in cancer is now emerging.